GOLF SUB CLUB

News

8 September 2019

Liverpool GC

ROUND 16

Round 2, CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP,HANDICAP &PUTTING CHAMPIONSHIP
25 Players met, very early on the Lansvale site, and as we drove to the course we watched the
fluctuating price of petrol mainly $163.9 per litre to the Hill Mobil prices of $118.9, reminding us to
fill up on the way home. The roads were littered with tree branches and even large limbs, so we
were going to battle the elements all day with the gusts of wind, even rocking Joe Oriti off his feet,
so we had little Denis Carruthers on watch, as we didn’t want him lifted up like the plastic bag
caught high up in the trees. We all had the 2nd layer, maybe 3rd or 4th layer of clothing on as we hit
off down the 10th fairway, trying to avoid the dam as the wind swept towards it taking any wayward
balls that way.
The course is centred around the Chipping Norton Lakes Area so has water, water and water on a
great majority of the 18 holes, so you had plenty of opportunities to find the watery grave of a
Srixon, Callaway or Bridgestone golf ball. The “Murphy’s Laws of Golf” only allows for a good ball to
be lost , where as a crappy old ball, where you don’t care if you lose it or not, seems to avoid the
water with canny degrees of luck. Mark McKenzie did his best to keep the golf ball manufacturers in
business with Mark running out of fingers when counting his numbers of balls in the drink. Mark had
an equipment failure out on the course, when a strut on his buggy broke when manoeuvring
through a water hazard trench, bit like one of his buses falling into the sink hole in the road at
Caringbah during the week.
This week’s game had a run-away winner with Bill Fonseca shot 100 nett 66 pts to beat Keith
Johnson and Michael Doan by nett 8 pts, so with the news that he is a big burglar, Bill is going to
leave the country after Bexley but the Handicapper will catch up with him. Roger Harriman has been
playing some excellent golf of late, and after the swab was taken for form reversal, it is that he just
revels on the better longer courses. The 6th hole NTP over the water, had no one get a ball, but Joe
Oriti had to be considered unlucky as he landed on the green but his shot ran through the green.
Most took the safer route by hitting to the side of the green then hit on, better than hitting straight
into the dam
Chris Giousmidis and Migual Vieira competed their 5 games, got their shirts and a handful of goodies
The Footy tips competition has come to an end and after 25 rounds, concluded in a Tie with Ron
Williamson and John Kottaridis declared equal winners .Lucky numbers winners were Gary Pleasance
and Denis Carruthers and both donated their winnings back into the kitty.
The Event of the Day winners were 1st Bill Fonseca 100 strokes, nett 66 pts, 2nd Keith Johnson 90
strokes nett 74 pts in c/b, 3rd Micheal Doan 99 strokes, also nett 74 pts, 4th Roger Harriman 96
strokes, nett 76 pts, 5th Sid Pelcz 96 strokes, nett 78 pts
Next game is Bowral G.C., 22nd September, 2019 , 8.00am at Bowral G.C, cnr Kangaloon & David
either drive through or take by-pass around Bowral, at round-a-bout either right or straight through
Proshop 4861 1042 Par 69 5406 metres $25 game Booking 24 & 4 carts
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The "nearest the pins" Weather–Fine and sunny
Hole
4th
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14th
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Drive &2nd Hole 7th
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John Liddell
Keith Johnson
John Liddell
John Hunter
Keith Johnson
Robert Rubbo

Course Rating nett 76 pts
B Grade
Troy WIlks
Michael Doan
David DeMarchi
Michael Doan
George Liu
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C Grade
-i
Lesley Ricketts
Mark McKenzie
Bill Fonseca

Ball Comp: Roger Harriman, Sid Pelcz, Greg Parsell, John Roach, ,Migual Vieira, James Yip, Peter Deady, Sifa
Nacagelivu
The Bearded One

